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Hebrew Censorship in Hanau:
A Mirror of Jewish-Christian Coexistence in Seventeenth-Century Germany

Stephen G. Burnett

Hebrew printing was an important channel of cultural and religious expression for the Jews of early modern Europe. Printed service books aided public worship, and works of popular piety, often written in Yiddish or Ladino, enabled “women and ignorant men” to learn the rudiments of halakhic practice. The printing press also made it possible for rabbis to own their own copies of talmudic tractates, responsa collections and books of sermons. Printing helped Sephardic refugees from Spain to maintain their distinctive intellectual and religious identity and some of their traditions in their lands of exile. While printing was a powerful means for supporting Jewish life, it was also a heavily regulated one. In most of Europe, notably in Germany, Jewish printers were not permitted to publish any book unless they were able to satisfy a Christian censor that it was “fit to print.”

Pre-publication censorship was a fact of life for every printer in early modern Germany. German cities and states sought to maintain strict control over what appeared in print and what was available for sale within their borders, both for religious and political reasons. Jewish books were no exception to this rule. The censorial records of the Jewish press in Hanau from the early seventeenth century provide insight into the limits of written expression laid down by Hanau’s magistrate and the means it used to enforce these standards. The documents also suggest that these standards were at best a minor inconvenience to Hanau’s Jewish printers and that, practically speaking, they were able to print virtually anything that they wished. Their freedom to print was not acci-
dental, an indulgent whim of Hanau’s princely government. Instead, it was a consequence of both Jewish accommodation to Christian censorship standards and the advance of Hebrew education among Christians.

When considering Jewish printing in Hanau and the problems that official censorship created for the printers, it is worth remembering that tension between Christians and Jews was not the most dangerous form of religious conflict within the German Empire during the early seventeenth century. The years immediately before 1620 were a period of escalating conflict between three contending Christian confessions—Lutheranism, Calvinism, and Catholicism—each one championed by a different alliance of imperial cities and territorial states. The middle Rhine area especially was fraught with tension because Calvinism made some of its deepest inroads there, particularly in the Palatinate, Hesse-Kassel, and the Wetterau counties.3 The city of Hanau was ruled by Count Philipp Ludwig II of Hanau-Münzenberg, a small territory which shared borders with the Lutheran imperial city of Frankfurt and the Catholic Prince-Bishopric of Mainz.4 Philipp Ludwig was educated as a Calvinist, and one of his first acts after he assumed power in his principality in 1595 was to change its official confession from Lutheranism to Calvinism.5 Given the fiercely Lutheran identity of the citizens of Frankfurt and the Catholic loyalism of the Prince-Bishopric of Mainz, Philipp Ludwig’s Calvinist stance was bound to complicate any disagreements that he had with his neighbors.

The Jewish policies of Philipp Ludwig and his successors were a further source of conflict with Frankfurt and Mainz. The count opened the city of Hanau to Jewish settlement on 18 December 1603, and he openly sought to persuade Frankfurt Jews to move there.6 The new community quickly grew from ten families in 1603 to 159 persons in 1607. Philipp Ludwig soon demonstrated that he also was willing to defend his Jewish subjects against outside political threats. In 1606 the German emperor formed a commission to investigate allegations that the leaders of German Jewry were involved in a conspiracy against the empire. These charges were based on a number of ordinances passed by a Jewish synod in Frankfurt during 1603.7 Among the commissioners were representatives of the prince-bishops of Cologne and Mainz. In 1607 the commission summoned Rabbi Manus from the town of Windecken in Hanau-Münzenberg to appear before it in Bonn. Despite the threat of imperial legal sanctions, Philipp Ludwig forbade Rabbi Manus to go and responded with scorn to the commission’s demands. He made it clear that he would not tolerate any harassment of his Jewish subjects by outside governments.8 As a result of the count’s policies, Hanau soon gained the reputation of being a haven for Jews.

After Philipp Ludwig’s death in 1612 his wife Catharina Belgica, acting as regent for her son Philipp Moritz, continued his relatively tolerant Jewish policy. When the Jews were expelled from Frankfurt in 1614, her government gave refuge to 209 Jews.9 The tolerance of Hanau’s rulers for their Jewish subjects and the stable legal situation in Hanau made it possible to establish a Jewish printing business there.

Jewish printing was a rarity in Germany before 1650. Between the Peace of Augsburg in 1555 and the Peace of Westphalia there were only three Jewish presses active within Germany itself, located in the towns of Tiengen in Baden, Thannhausen in Bavaria, and Hanau.10 In each case the territorial rulers had to decide whether Christians could in good conscience allow the printing of Jewish books, since by so doing they were in effect supporting Jewish community life and the Jewish religion. Heinrich Heidfeld, the church superintendent of Hanau, put the problem this way: even if Jewish books could be shown to be without blasphemy, they would still confirm the Jews in their stubborn unbelief.11 Dr. Wilhelm Sturio, Philipp Ludwig’s main legal advisor, thought long and hard about the issue; but he concluded in the end that Jewish printing was a licit activity under imperial law, approving a license for the press on 1 May 1609.12 Winning permission to print Hebrew books was only the first hurdle that the printers had to negotiate. They also had to contend with both Jewish communal oversight and the imperial system of printing oversight, most notably the censor of Hebrew books in Hanau.

Since the production and distribution of Jewish books was vitally important to Jewish communal life, it is not surprising that Jewish authorities sought to regulate Jewish printing. After the mid-sixteenth century, when waves of confiscations and book burnings broke over many Italian Jewish communities, Jewish leaders used several different strategies to ensure that Jews could safely buy, sell, and own books. These included the voluntary expurgation of privately owned books, pre-publication review, and most importantly, a massive effort by scholars to sanitize the texts of Jewish classics to ensure that they could safely be reprinted.13 At best, these Jewish scholars produced fine critical texts that were at the same time free of any derogatory references to Christianity or the Christian magistrate. Other books suffered much at the hands of Christian censors, most notably the Basel Talmud which was censored by both Marcus Marinus of Brescia, the papal inquisitor of Venice, and Pierre Chevallier, a Calvinist censor in Basel itself.14 From a legal point of view, however, previously censored books could be reprinted safely without fear of repercussions, as Walter Keuchen, the Hebrew censor of Hanau, noted in several of his reports.15 However,
text editing and expurgation were not enough to protect Jewish communities from the threat posed by Christian authorities. First in Italy and later in Germany, communal authorities instituted pre-publication review as a further line of defense.

Jewish communal oversight of printing came to Germany half a century later than it did to Italy. In 1603 a rabbinical synod in Frankfurt promulgated an ordinance requiring that all Jewish books, old or new, first receive the permission of three Jewish central courts (Batai Abot Bet Din) before they could be printed in Basel or anywhere in Germany.16 These central courts were located in Frankfurt, Worms, Fulda, Friedberg, and Günzburg.17 Zimmer suggests that this sanction was introduced to regulate the book trade and to ensure the doctrinal purity of what was published, but there may have been another reason: communal self-protection.18 The Frankfurt statute did not specify either the form that rabbinical certification should take or require that it be indicated in the books themselves. The practice of printing “approbations” (haskamot) written by rabbis, however, might reflect such a policy.19

Five Hanau imprints from this period, all of them first editions, contain “approvals.”20 The book Shefa Tal, for example, had a total of eight “approvals”—four from Frankfurt rabbis, one from the rabbi of Hanau and three from prominent rabbis in Prague, Frankfurt, and Friedberg in Hesse.21 While each rabbi gave a formidable array of titles along with his name, the latter three significantly mentioned that they were chief rabbis, that is, presiding judges of rabbinical courts (ab Beit din).21 Three other books, however, did not contain approvals from three rabbinical courts. Ginat Egoz was approved by the chief rabbis of Frankfurt and Friedberg, while Nishmat Adam and Gedolot Mordecai were both approved by only one rabbinical court each—Frankfurt and Fulda, respectively.22 Although each of these books contained at least three rabbinical haskamot, most of them were supplied by less prominent Frankfurt rabbis.24

These statements of rabbinical approval cannot be conclusively identified as legal statements of central rabbinical courts (or their equivalent) allowing authors to print their books, but they are consistent with such an interpretation. Four of the five books had “approvals” which contained statements explicitly granting permission for a book to be printed; none of the five contained statements of permission from three central courts of the five authorized in the Frankfurt ordinance.25 Sabbatai Horowitz and Bendet Ackselrad, authors from Prague and Lvov, also sought approbations from rabbis in their home cities.26 Both the absence of “approvals” in most Hanau imprints from this period and the instances where only one or two central courts gave permission for printing reflect the breakdown of central rabbinical authority in Germany during this period.27

The policy of pre-approval for Jewish books laid down by the Frankfurt synod no longer reflected political reality within the empire because this ordinance, like the others, was based upon the assumption that German Jews were subject first and foremost to the German emperor. In fact, territorial princes and the magistrates of cities had a far greater say in the day-to-day affairs of Jewish communities. Territorial princes were unwilling to allow the Jews residing in their territories to seek legal redress through rabbinical courts in cities or territories outside their jurisdiction, and required their Jewish subjects to establish local courts within their territories.28 Territorial Jewish authorities, in turn, became increasingly important for German Jewish life. The Hanau approbations reflect this development since the majority of them were written by Frankfurt rabbis sitting on the Frankfurt rabbinical court.29 The three wealthy Frankfurt Jews who underwrote the costs of the Hanau Jewish press presumably sought the approval of the local rabbinate to ensure that their books were marketable in their own city, which also was a center of the Hebrew book trade in Germany, thanks to the Frankfurt Book Fair.30 The final Hanau imprint from this period that contained approbations—Bendet Ackselrad’s Ben Daat (1616)—contains perhaps the best evidence for the breakdown of central rabbinical authority. Rabbis from Fulda, Fürth, Mainz, Metz, and Schnaitbach, all of them claiming the title ab Beit din, wrote approbations for it, although none of these communities had originally been numbered among the Jewish central courts.31 Their emergence can perhaps be linked with the civic uprisings in Frankfurt and Worms which made it impossible for these central courts to function.32

For the moment, the extent and effectiveness of Jewish communal oversight for Jewish printing in early seventeenth-century Hanau must remain an open question. From the printer’s point of view, however, Jewish oversight of Jewish printing was probably less of a concern than was Christian oversight. The Jewish approval process cost the printers and their clients time and money; Christian oversight could put them out of business.

By the early seventeenth century the Holy Roman Empire had laws on its books which in theory made possible effective oversight of book production and distribution.33 The components of this system were prepublication review (censorship in the strict sense of the word); the limitation of printing to towns where competent censors were available to review books; and supervision at the point of distribution through the Imperial Book Commission at the Frankfurt Book Fair.34 Some states such as Bavaria went fur-
ther, taking additional measures such as inspecting shipments of books at
the border and authorizing searches of private libraries for illicit books. But these provisions were not very effective for overseeing the Hebrew book market. Christian imperial inspectors and border guards could not be expected to have a working knowledge of Hebrew and Yiddish. Prepublication review was the only effective means that Christian rulers had to control Jewish presses.

Since all three state confessions were in agreement that no "Jewish blasphemies" should be allowed to appear in print, the censor's judgements had to be broadly representative of Christian opinion if the books were to be sold outside of Hanau itself. There were enough ill-disposed Lutheran and Catholic Hebraists who would have been more than ready to raise the alarm if the Calvinists of Hanau were somehow in league with the Jews. At the same time, German Christians of all three confessions had at their disposal a growing body of literature which served to define "Jewish blasphemy" in fairly precise terms.

By the early seventeenth century an increasing number of books by Christians and Jewish converts had appeared in print, purporting to explain Judaism to a Christian audience and to underscore its flawed beliefs and practices. These included the works of Johannes Pfefferkorn, Antonius Margaritha, Ernst Ferdinand Hess, Christian Gerson, and others. The publication of Johann Buxtorf's *Juden Schul* in 1603 was an important milestone in the dissemination of information about Judaism among Christians, since Buxtorf based his discussion upon Joseph Karo's *Shulhan Aruk* and Simon Levi Günzburg's *Minhagim*, two sources that were regarded as authoritative by German Jews and that were representative of the religious practices of German Jewry. *Juden Schul* was quickly translated into Latin and reprinted in 1604, 1612, and 1622 in Hanau, raising the possibility that Keuchen and his superiors would have known of it. Buxtorf's *Juden Schul* and its less scholarly predecessors served to inform educated Christians about the actual tenets of Judaism and to alleviate many of their fears about the Jews, even if such books did not necessarily encourage respect for the Jews. More practically, they provided a "canon" of offensive Jewish beliefs, particularly for unacceptable Jewish prayers, which censors and magistrates could consult when considering whether a given book should be printed or sold.

Defining "blasphemy" in specific cases, however, remained a matter of individual judgment, and a well-informed, temperate censor could both protect his employers, in this case the count and the magistrate of Hanau, and also satisfy the printers who needed his approval to produce and market their wares. Fortunately, Walter Keuchen, Hanau's Hebrew censor, was just such a man.

Walter Keuchen was born around 1590 in Düren, a town in the Duchy of Jülich. He received a Calvinist education, studying at the Herborn academy and the universities of Basel, Heidelberg, and Geneva. Keuchen received at least some of his training in Hebrew language and literature from Johann Buxtorf, the author of *Juden Schul*, at Basel University. Their correspondence between 1613 and 1618 reveals that Keuchen worked at least informally as Buxtorf's agent in Hanau and Frankfurt, purchasing books and manuscripts for him and passing on items from Buxtorf to third parties.

Keuchen served both the government of Hanau and the Hebrew printers of Hanau in a number of capacities. He was rector of the town gymnasium from 1612 until 1622, and worked at the same time as Hanau's official Hebrew censor. He also corrected proofs for the Hebrew printers, particularly on the Sabbath when the normal Jewish corrector was unwilling to work. Keuchen was not a very good corrector; on at least two occasions, Seligmann Ulma, the regular Jewish corrector, added disclaimers at the end of books, blaming an unnamed Christian for the poor job of proofreading. Whatever his shortcomings as a corrector, Keuchen's censorial reports on Jewish books show him to be a competent Hebraist. They also reveal a good deal about the variety of Jewish books that a Christian magistrate was willing to allow in print.

There is as yet no definitive bibliography of Hebrew books printed in Hanau; but, by comparing the most recent bibliography of Hanau imprints with those books mentioned in the censorial records, it is possible to reconstruct a list of submissions. Between 1609 and 1622 at least forty-two books of greater or lesser length were submitted for prepublication review at Hanau, and thirty-one of these are known to have been printed, including a Hebrew lexicon written by a Christian. Only two books were rejected for publication. These numbers, however, are tentative since censor's reports for eight books that were known to have been printed in Hanau have not been preserved; and it is quite possible that some of the books mentioned in the reports were indeed printed but no exemplars have survived. I have also discovered one previously unknown Hanau imprint from this period—a prayer book—which raises the possibility that others may yet be found. While uncertainty about the actual number of submissions and rejections rules out any sort of statistical analysis of the effects of censorship in Hanau, the censorial reports that have been preserved suggest what sorts of ideas Hanau's magistrate and censor considered unacceptable in Jewish books and what steps they were willing to take to control Jewish printed discourse.
Walter Keuchen issued twenty-two reports on thirty different Hebrew books between 1609 and 1622. They reveal much about the duties of a censor, the kinds of material that he sought to suppress, and the procedures that he followed to ensure that only fully sanitized books appeared in print. Censors throughout early modern Europe were employees of higher authorities, not laws unto themselves. Keuchen’s job was to describe each book in appropriate detail, to certify whether or not it contained any kind of religiously offensive or seditious remarks, and to render a judgment as to whether the book was printable or not. The magistrate reserved for itself the final decision, based upon the information provided by the censor. It could also authorize special precautions during the actual printing process to ensure that no changes were made to the approved text. In three cases the printers were ordered to bring each gathering to Keuchen for inspection immediately before it was printed. Only after the magistrate was satisfied that the work was printable would they allow the phrase Cum licentia superiorum to be printed in Latin characters on the cover to assure inspectors and other officials that it could safely be sold. By requiring pre-publication review and authorizing the inspection of individual gatherings by the censor when it was thought necessary, the magistrate maintained constant oversight of the text until the process of printing was complete. Its requirement that the censor provide a summary of the contents of each book meant that their decisions to permit or refuse permission for printing were made on the basis of informed judgement.

The practice of censorship in Hanau did not, of course, always conform to its theory. The system of reporting and approval used by Hanau’s magistrate provided it with a paper “chain of evidence” demonstrating that they provided an effective degree of oversight for the text of each Jewish book printed there, mainly by showing that a trained expert had vetted them before production. How much of each book Keuchen actually read cannot be inferred from his reports. Between the years 1610 and 1613 he included fairly detailed summaries of the books he reviewed, whether or not there were any potential problems in allowing them to be printed. After 1613 his reporting became more perfunctory, concerned primarily with whether or not a book contained anything offensive. In only three cases after 1613 did he write a more detailed report, and each of these books was potentially controversial. Evidently what mattered most to the magistrate was that it had a report on file, not how long or detailed it was.

Whenever the magistrate authorized a second reading of material immediately before it went to press, there also was an element of showmanship involved. This is clear from Keuchen’s report on Talmud tractate Nidda, the first portion of the Talmud printed in Germany since the Council of Trent. Through assiduous diplomacy, Ambrosius Froben had been able to surmount the legal barriers when he printed the Talmud in Basel between 1579–81 and was allowed to distribute it through Frankfurt, but the Talmud was still regarded with suspicion in some quarters. Keuchen suggested that the magistrate authorize a second reading of each gathering to allay such fears, even though he himself found nothing offensive in this Talmud tractate. By authorizing this procedure the magistrate would ensure that no additions were made in the course of printing and allay the suspicions of other governmental authorities.

Keuchen’s definition of offensive or blasphemous material was fairly narrow. He looked for statements that were either patently anti-Christian or unambiguously offensive to a Christian government. It is difficult to know exactly what Keuchen was looking for, since he seldom found anything in the books that he read which fit this description. Keuchen had theological qualms about only one book. It was a prayer book with a prayer for travellers containing references to several kabbalistic practices that he thought might be considered offensive by some Christians. These questionable practices included using the secret names of God and the angels in prayer and the mystical “invocation” of the Hebrew alphabet. Keuchen reported that twenty-eight out of the thirty books he reviewed had no offensive material, describing them variously as free of insults to religion and the magistrate, free of anything impious, or stating that there was “nothing in them to prevent their printing.” In seven cases he did not explicitly declare them to be printable but raised no objections to them.

There are several reasons for Keuchen’s apparent lack of concern. To begin with, twenty-three of the thirty books submitted to him for review were reprints which had already been approved by censors elsewhere. Moreover, Keuchen was willing to examine each book philologically as an individual entity, without reference to its place in the theological and social context of Judaism. When describing a prayer book in 1610, for example, Keuchen noted that the prayers were mostly derived from the Psalms or other parts of the Hebrew Bible. When they mentioned the gentiles in prayer, it was to ask God to be gracious to them. Even those prayers which sought deliverance from the yoke of captivity and restoration to the land of their fathers were derived from the prophets. Keuchen’s remarks at this point should not be misconstrued, however much they might resemble apologetic points made by Menasseh b. Israel a few decades later. He was not motivated by sympathy for Judaism as a religion, as we shall see shortly. In fact, he distrusted his Jewish co-workers and thought that constant vigil-
lance was necessary to prevent them from slipping unauthorized additions into texts just before printing.\textsuperscript{66} What mattered to him and to his superiors, however, was that no overtly hostile references to Christianity appeared in print. Presumably they understood that when German Jews prayed for deliverance from the domination of others they had their Christian overlords in mind; but, so long as they did not explicitly say so, Keuchen and his superiors were satisfied.\textsuperscript{67} Hanau’s ruler and his government were able to authorize Jewish printing, not only because other places outside of Germany had done so first, but also because they and their censor Keuchen agreed that what the Jews actually said and did was for the most part inoffensive, and they had the philological means to demonstrate this. This perspective allowed them to permit Jewish printing with a clear conscience and gave them confidence that they could defend their policy against hostile neighbors.

The ready availability of previously censored books and the judiciousness of Hanau’s censor and government made it possible for the Jewish printers to produce a wide variety of books on a number of topics. The forty-three books submitted for publication can be divided roughly into four categories: Hebrew Bibles and commentaries, Jewish law (including responsa), prayer books, and books on personal piety and Kabbala. The breadth of what the Hanau magistrate considered printable is best illustrated by two books: \textit{Yudischer Theriak}, one of the first Jewish apologetic works printed anywhere in Europe, and the \textit{Vincenzlied}, one of the two books that they rejected.

Samuel Friedrich Brenz, a Jewish convert to Lutheranism, in 1614 composed a scathing and scurrilous attack upon Judaism entitled \textit{Jüdischer Abgestreiffter Schlangenbalg} (\textit{Jewish Brood of Snakes Revealed}). Salman Zvi Hirsch, a Jew who lived in Aufhausen, a village near Bopfingen in Swabia, quickly composed a response, entitled \textit{Yudischer Theriak} (\textit{Defense of the Jews}), and travelled to Hanau in January of 1615 to lobby the magistrate for permission to print his book.\textsuperscript{68} Keuchen was ordered to read both Brenz’s book and \textit{Yudischer Theriak} before he passed judgement on the latter. Keuchen was rather surprised that Hirsch considered Brenz’s book so offensive, since much of what he wrote concerned how Jesus’ contemporaries had treated him and their response to the gospel.\textsuperscript{69} He neglected to mention that Brenz had made other more dangerous and defamatory allegations, including blood libel accusations.\textsuperscript{70} Nevertheless Keuchen concluded that \textit{Yudischer Theriak} was printable, since its author was responding to charges raised against Judaism and did not attack Christianity in any way. Hirsch had composed his book very carefully to ensure that it could appear in print. For example, he discussed only a few parts of Brenz’s sixth and seventh chapters on the Messiah and the Trinity, limiting his response to correcting errors in the use of talmudic and other citations.\textsuperscript{71} The only acrimony in the book was directed against Brenz personally, since Hirsch considered him to be an apostate, and a stupid one at that.\textsuperscript{72} Keuchen enthusiastically recommended that the work be printed because it would be invaluable for helping Christian scholars develop counter-measures for various forms of Jewish apologetic arguments.\textsuperscript{73} While this might sound like a rather contrived argument to modern ears, it enabled Hirsch to publish probably the first Jewish apologetic book ever to appear in print in, of all places, confessional Germany on the eve of the Thirty Years War.

The Hanau magistrate concurred with Keuchen’s judgment. The only restriction that they placed upon its publication was that it could appear only in Yiddish.\textsuperscript{74} The author had wanted to print the work in German, but he had been unable to do so.\textsuperscript{75} Finally, the clamor of other Jews, who wanted him to print the book as quickly as possible to meet the apologetic need of the hour, convinced him to print it in Yiddish.\textsuperscript{76} Hebrew scholars and theologians would have had little trouble reading a Yiddish book, but other Christians would not be able to do so.\textsuperscript{77} By limiting its circulation to Jews and Christian experts, the magistrate reduced the political risks involved in allowing the book to be printed.

The only book that the Hanau authorities found politically offensive was a narrative poem entitled the \textit{Vincenzlied}, which commemorated one of the great tragedies to befall German Jewry during the seventeenth century. On 24 August 1614, the Jews were expelled from Frankfurt by Vincent Fettmilch and his followers and were forced into exile after losing most of their property. Eventually the emperor intervened, sending troops to put down the rebellion. Fettmilch and his lieutenants were executed on 20 March 1616, and later the same day most of Frankfurt’s Jews returned to the city with an army escort to the accompaniment of fifes and drums, a kind of triumphal parade. Thereafter the day of return was celebrated by the Frankfurt Jews as the \textit{Purim Vincenz} the day when Fettmilch, the second Haman, was killed.\textsuperscript{78} Shortly afterwards Elhanan Hein composed the bilingual \textit{Vincenzlied} in alternating Hebrew and Yiddish stanzas. In July of 1616 the work was presented to Keuchen for his evaluation. After describing its contents, Keuchen cautioned that printing the poem might have unpleasant repercussions upon Hanau’s relations with Frankfurt, and he recommended sending it on to Basel or some other Jewish press.\textsuperscript{79} The magistrate rejected the work one day later. It was difficult enough to maintain civil relations between Hanau and Frankfurt at the best of times without publishing what
amounted to a gratuitous insult with the “licentia superiorum” of Hanau’s magistrate. To this day no one knows where the first edition of this poem was printed.\textsuperscript{80} If it was printed in Hanau, the Jewish printers put their business at risk and defied an official prohibition to do so.

The restrictions placed upon the Jewish press of Hanau in some ways reflect the restrictions upon German Jewish life in general in the early seventeenth century. Jews could print, sell, and possess their own religious books in Hebrew and Yiddish, but they were not allowed to disseminate their ideas in German. They were free to pursue their own cultural and religious life within their communities so long as they refrained from explicit criticism of Christianity or Christian governments. When Christian governments invited Jews to settle in their cities or territories, they acted pragmatically, seeking economic expansion rather than religious conformity. To this extent Jewish life in seventeenth-century Germany differed little from the period before the Reformation.

The degree of toleration implicit in the Hanau censorial records is striking, however, and cannot be explained completely by pragmatism and economic utility. To be sure, Count Philipp Ludwig had economic considerations in mind when he opened Hanau to Jewish settlement, and when his government allowed the establishment of a Jewish press he hoped to gain both monetarily through annual license fees and also perhaps to add sparkle to the city’s reputation as a center of learning.\textsuperscript{81} The decision to allow Jewish printing was, however, both a political and religious one during the confessional age in Germany, where church and state were so closely linked in the process of state-building.\textsuperscript{82}

What Hanau’s censorial records suggest is that there was a confluence of interests for three parties: German Jewish communal authorities, the magistrate of Hanau, and the Jewish printers there. Each party had an interest in promoting Hebrew printing and yet all recognized that the actual books produced could pose a potential danger to them. If a book produced in Hanau were judged to contain blasphemy or sedition, Hanau’s magistrate would have paid a political price for allowing it to be printed, and would presumably have closed down the press or otherwise punished the Hebrew printers. Other Jewish communities might also have had to endure the political repercussions, including at very least confiscation of the book. Thus, all parties were probably inclined to examine each book carefully before it went to press.

Although all three parties worked toward the same end, they did so independently, and their activities were also probably unknown to each other. Keuchen, for example, suspected that the Jewish printers were opportunistic and hoped for chances to slip additions into books at press time, thus violating the standards set by him and his superiors. In fact the printers were probably well aware of the dangers involved in disobeying the magistrate. All of the parties recognized the imperial system which oversaw the book trade and made no effort to circumvent it.

Despite these barriers, Hanau’s Jewish printers enjoyed a remarkable degree of freedom in what they were allowed to print. The efforts of Jewish writers, editors, and community leaders provided them with more books even than they were able to print. Advances in Hebrew learning among Christians, especially after Hebrew language instruction became more widely available in schools and universities, provided a pool of potential censors who could evaluate these Jewish books independently of Jewish teachers or assistants. It was, in the end, the confidence of Keuchen and his superiors that he could evaluate these books properly that made Hebrew printing in Hanau possible. Jewish printing was allowed in Hanau only because it posed no threat to Christian religious dominance in Germany; and it could at times benefit the Christian community.
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